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Cleaning out her late father's law office a week after his burial, forensic reconstructionist Rory Moore
discovers a cryptic file related to a forty-year-old case involving the disappearance of several women and a
convicted murderer who is about to be paroled.
The Perfect Wife (A Jessie Hunt Psychological Suspense Thriller—Book One) - Blake Pierce
2018-11-13
Criminal profiler in training (and newlywed) Jessie Hunt, 29, discovers that dark secrets lurk in her new
suburban town; when a body turns up dead, she finds herself caught in the crosshairs of her newfound
friends, her husband’s secrets, her serial killer caseload—and the secrets of her own dark past. In THE
PERFECT WIFE (A Jessie Hunt Psychological Suspense Thriller—Book One), Criminal profiler-in-training
Jessie Hunt is sure she's finally put the darkness of her childhood behind her. She and her husband, Kyle,
just moved from a cramped downtown Los Angeles apartment into a Westport Beach mansion. Kyle's
promotion has them swimming in money. And Jessie is on the verge of getting her Master's degree in
forensic psychology, the last step in her dream of becoming a criminal profiler. But soon after their arrival,
Jessie begins to notice a series of strange developments. The neighbors—and their au pairs—all seem to be
hiding secrets. The mysterious yacht club Kyle is desperate to join is rife with cheating spouses, and with
troubling rules of its own. And the notorious serial killer being held at the psychiatric hospital where Jessie
is completing her degree seems to know more about her life than is normal—or safe. As her world starts to
unravel, Jessie begins to question everything around her—including her own sanity. Has she truly
uncovered a disturbing conspiracy buried within a sunny, wealthy Southern California beach town? Does
the mass murderer she's studying really somehow know the origin of her private nightmares? Or has her
tortured past finally come back to claim her? Book #2--THE PERFECT BLOCK--is also now available! A fastpaced psychological suspense thriller with unforgettable characters and heart-pounding suspense, THE
PERFECT WIFE is book #1 in a riveting new series that will leave you turning pages late into the night.
English Is Not Easy - Luci Gutiérrez 2015-06-09
A cheeky, sophisticated, and strikingly illustrated guide that leaves generic English reference books in the
dust When prominent Barcelona-based illustrator Luci Gutiérrez found herself tuning out in English class,
she used her love of drawing to help retain what she’d learned. Ditching the kind of bland and useless
phrases that fill most English textbooks, Gutiérrez uses whimsical characters, cheeky dialogue, and even
insults to bring vocabulary, grammar, and usage topics to life. Nearly forty-seven million people in the
United States speak a language other than English at home, and even most native speakers struggle with
subtle distinctions, such as when to use “whether” as opposed to “if.” (For example: I wonder whether I
should have added a little more poison to his tea.) Already published to wide acclaim abroad, English Is Not
Easy is sure to delight grammar mavens and students of English in America.
The Bone House - Brian Freeman 2011-03-29
Hilary and Mark Bradley are trapped in a web of suspicion. Last year, accusations of a torrid affair with a
student cost Mark his teaching job and made the young couple into outcasts in their remote island town off
the Lake Michigan coast. Now another teenage girl is found dead on a deserted beach. . . and once again,
Mark faces a hostile town convinced of his guilt. Hilary Bradley is determined to prove that Mark is
innocent, but she's on a lonely, dangerous quest. Even when she discovers that the murdered girl was
witness to a horrific crime years earlier, the police are certain she's throwing up a smoke screen to protect

A Dog's Promise - W. Bruce Cameron 2019-10-15
A Dog's Promise continues the story of Bailey, the good dog whose journey started in A Dog's Purpose and
continued in A Dog's Journey (both major motion pictures). This time, Bailey is joined by Lacey, another
very special dog, who helps Bailey fulfill his promise over the course of several lives. This charming, wise
canine soul brings joy, laughter, and comfort as he unites a family fractured by life's inevitable obstacles.
The love and loyalty of these two memorable dogs shows us the incredible power of hope, truth, and
unending devotion in this moving novel by award-winning author W. Bruce Cameron. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Notebooks of Don Rigoberto - Mario Vargas Llosa 2011-03-04
Set in Lima, the novel tells of a love story whose participants may be the fictional characters of Don
Rigoberto. With his usual sly assurance, Vargas Llosa keeps the reader guessing which episodes are real
and which issue from the Don's imagination; the resulting novel, an aggregate of reality and fantasy, is
sexy, funny, disquieting, and unfailingly compelling.
Ethics of Writing - Carlo Sini 2010-07-02
First English translation of Sini’s important work on the influence of writing and the alphabet on Western
rationality.
Salomé - Oscar Wilde 2008-08-15
Salome: A Tragedy in One Act (1891) is a play by Wilde. It presents the Biblical tale of the stepdaughter of
Herod Antipas whose dancing caused the death of John the Baptist (Mark 6:21-29). The play explores
Salome's two-fold desire to retain her virginity and to destroy male sexuality. Richard Strauss's opera was
based on Wildes version of the Salome story.
Born Twice - Giuseppe Pontiggia 2007-12-18
When a breach birth leaves Paulo severely disabled, his father, the articulate, unsentimental Professor
Frigerio, struggles to come to terms with his son’s condition. Face to face with his own limitations, Frigerio
confronts the strange way society around him handles Paolo’s handicaps and observes his surprising gifts.
In spare, deeply affecting episodes, the professor of language explores the nuanced boundaries between
“normal” and “disabled” worlds. A remarkable memoir of fathering, winner of the 2001 Strega Prize, Italy’s
most prestigious literary honor, Born Twice is noted Italian author Guiseppe Pontiggia’s American debut.
Sometimes meditative, often humorous, and always probing, Pontiggia’s haunting characters linger and
resound long after the book is done.
The Killing Tide - Jean-Luc Bannalec 2020-02-04
The Killing Tide by Jean-Luc Bannalec is the fifth novel in the internationally bestselling Commissaire Dupin
series. Deep sea fishers, dolphin researchers, smugglers, and an island shrouded in myth in the middle of
the rough Atlantic ocean: Commissaire Dupin had sworn he would never again investigate on the ocean, but
his fifth case takes him offshore, off the west coast of Brittany on a beautifully sunny day in June. He lands
on the unique Île de Sein, populated by more rabbits than people, where the hairdresser arrives by boat
and which was formerly inhabited by powerful witches and even the devil himself. In front of this
impressive backdrop—between the islands of Molène, Ouessant, and the bay of Douarnenez—Dupin and his
team follow a puzzling case that pushes them to their very limits.
Some Choose Darkness - Charlie Donlea 2019
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her husband. Only a quirky detective named Cab Bolton seems willing to believe Hilary's story. Hilary and
Cab soon find that people in this community are willing to kill to keep their secrets hidden—and to make
sure Mark doesn't get away with murder. And with each shocking revelation, even Hilary begins to wonder
whether her husband is truly innocent. Freeman's The Bone House, his first stand-alone thriller since his
Stride novels, is a knockout.
Finch - Javier Sobrino 2019-09-03
Finalist at the 2019 Moonbeam Children’s Book Awards. Caged bird Finch will discover that the path to
happiness is freedom, even if it comes with lurking dangers. In this heart-pounding adventure, a young
finch falls from his family’s nest, where he lived happily and was taken care of. Finch was the most beloved
son in the whole world. Two humans, father and son, picked him up and put him in a cage to heal him.
Although they were well-intentional people and only tried to help, Finch felt alone and abandoned caged
between those cold bars, and missed the warmth of his home. However, he soon realized that the cage that
traps him is also his shield and protects him from the countless dangers existing out there in the the nature,
and more than once the cage saves him from being the supper of an odd wild animal. The next day, father
and son offer the bird an an unexpected chance at freedom. Will Finch take it and choose to be free, even if
the world is full of dangers? Only when we experience the real world can we know our limits. Don’t miss the
book trailer! Read the first pages of Finch here below:
The Mystery of the Enchanted Crypt - Eduardo Mendoza 2008
"Released from an asylum to help with a police enquiry, the quick-witted and foul-smelling narrator,
Gonewiththewind, delves deep into the underworld of 1970s Barcelona to investigate the mysterious
disappearance of a teenage girl from a convent school." "Helped only by his ageing prostitute sister and the
voluptuous nymphomaniac, Mercedes, the narrator's investigations take him deeper into a mystery
involving murdered sailors, suicidal daughters, a web of organised crime and a secret, underground crypt."
"Both gripping and surprising. The Mystery of the Enchanted Crypt is a hilarious detective story."--BOOK
JACKET.
The Myth of Mental Illness - Thomas S. Szasz 2011-07-12
“The landmark book that argued that psychiatry consistently expands its definition of mental illness to
impose its authority over moral and cultural conflict.” — New York Times The 50th anniversary edition of
the most influential critique of psychiatry every written, with a new preface on the age of Prozac and Ritalin
and the rise of designer drugs, plus two bonus essays. Thomas Szasz's classic book revolutionized thinking
about the nature of the psychiatric profession and the moral implications of its practices. By diagnosing
unwanted behavior as mental illness, psychiatrists, Szasz argues, absolve individuals of responsibility for
their actions and instead blame their alleged illness. He also critiques Freudian psychology as a
pseudoscience and warns against the dangerous overreach of psychiatry into all aspects of modern life.
Dorothy Must Die - Danielle Paige 2014-04-01
The New York Times bestselling first book in a dark series that reimagines the Oz saga, from debut author
Danielle Paige. Start at the beginning and discover your new series to binge! My name is Amy Gumm—and
I'm the other girl from Kansas. I've been recruited by the Revolutionary Order of the Wicked. I've been
trained to fight. And I have a mission: Remove the Tin Woodman's heart. Steal the Scarecrow's brain. Take
the Lion's courage. And—Dorothy must die. I didn't ask for any of this. I didn't ask to be some kind of hero.
But when your whole life gets swept up by a tornado—taking you with it—you have no choice but to go
along, you know? Sure, I've read the books. I've seen the movies. I know the song about the rainbow and
the happy little blue birds. But I never expected Oz to look like this. To be a place where Good Witches
can't be trusted, Wicked Witches may just be the good guys, and winged monkeys can be executed for acts
of rebellion. There's still a road of yellow brick—but even that's crumbling. What happened? Dorothy. They
say she found a way to come back to Oz. They say she seized power and the power went to her head. And
now no one is safe.
Wolf on a String - Benjamin Black 2017-06-06
Bestselling author Benjamin Black turns his eye to sixteenth century Prague and a story of murder, magic
and the dark art of wielding extraordinary power Christian Stern, an ambitious young scholar and
alchemist, arrives in Prague in the bitter winter of 1599, intent on making his fortune at the court of the
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Holy Roman Emperor, the eccentric Rudolf II. The night of his arrival, drunk and lost, Christian stumbles
upon the body of a young woman in Golden Lane, an alley hard by Rudolf’s great castle. Dressed in a velvet
gown, wearing a large gold medallion around her neck, the woman is clearly well-born—or was, for her
throat has been slashed. A lesser man would smell danger, but Christian is determined to follow his
fortunes wherever they may lead. He quickly finds himself entangled in the machinations of several ruthless
courtiers, and before long he comes to the attention of the Emperor himself. Rudolf, deciding that Christian
is that rare thing—a person he can trust—sets him the task of solving the mystery of the woman’s murder.
But Christian soon realizes that he has blundered into the midst of a power struggle that threatens to
subvert the throne itself. And as he gets ever nearer to the truth of what happened that night in Golden
Lane, he finally sees that his own life is in grave danger. From the spectacularly inventive Benjamin Black,
Wolf on a String is a historical crime novel that delivers both a mesmerizing portrait of a lost world and a
riveting tale of intrigue and suspense.
The Horus Road - Pauline Gedge 2007
The Horus Road is the riveting conclusion of Pauline Gedge's three-volume epic, the Lords of the Two
Lands, which chronicles the courageous and often tragic struggle of the Tao Princes to free their country
from the foreign rule of the Setiu king Apepa. Ahmose vows to continue the struggle that has taken the life
of his father and brother. It is up to him to devise a strategy to capture the Setiu capital, Het-Uart, in order
to free Egypt once and for all. But the devious Apepa will stop at nothing, no matter how ruthless, to rob
the Tao family of its chance for total victory. Military might alone will not be enough for Ahmose to breach
the city's walls. He will need a miracle from Amun.
Spelled - Betsy Schow 2015-06-02
Fairy Tale Survival Rule #32: If you find yourself at the mercy of a wicked witch, sing a romantic ballad and
wait for your Prince Charming to save the day. Yeah, no thanks. Dorthea is completely princed out. Sure
being the crown princess of Emerald has its perks—like Glenda Original ball gowns and Hans Christian
Louboutin heels. But a forced marriage to the not-so-charming prince Kato is so not what Dorthea had in
mind for her enchanted future. Talk about unhappily ever after. Trying to fix her prince problem by wishing
on a (cursed) star royally backfires, leaving the kingdom in chaos and her parents stuck in some place
called "Kansas." Now it's up to Dorthea and her pixed off prince to find the mysterious Wizard of Oz and
undo the curse...before it releases the wickedest witch of all and spells The End for the world of Story.
Red Queen - Juan Gomez-Jurado 2023-02-02
Red Queen is the launch of Juan Gómez-Jurado's internationally bestselling serial killer thriller trilogy which
has become a literary phenomenon in Spain
Gilded - Marissa Meyer 2021-11-02
In Gilded, #1 New York Times-bestselling author Marissa Meyer returns to the fairytale world with this
haunting tale. Long ago cursed by the god of lies, a poor miller's daughter has developed a talent for
spinning stories that are fantastical and spellbinding and entirely untrue. Or so everyone believes. When
one of Serilda's outlandish tales draws the attention of the sinister Erlking and his undead hunters, she
finds herself swept away into a grim world where ghouls and phantoms prowl the earth and hollow-eyed
ravens track her every move. The king orders Serilda to complete the impossible task of spinning straw into
gold, or be killed for telling falsehoods. In her desperation, Serilda unwittingly summons a mysterious boy
to her aid. He agrees to help her... for a price. Love isn't meant to be part of the bargain. Soon Serilda
realizes that there is more than one secret hidden in the castle walls, including an ancient curse that must
be broken if she hopes to end the tyranny of the king and his wild hunt forever.
The Return of the Caravels - António Lobo Antunes 2002
Set in Lisbon in the 1970s during the dissolution of Portugal's African colonies, a stunning novel combines
Portuguese history with the unforgettable tale of Vasco da Gama who, along with his band of fellow heroes,
starts to reclaim Lisbon by winning it, piece by piece, in fixed card games. Reprint.
The Spanish Civil War - Frances Lannon 2014-06-06
The Spanish Civil War of 1936-39 was of enormous international as well as national significance. In this
gripping volume, Frances Lannon explains how this internal conflict between democracy and its enemies
escalated to involve Nazi Germany, Fascist Italy, and the Soviet Union. We go behind the scenes to find out
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the true story of the bitter fighting within the sides, not just between them. The experiences of the men and
women caught up in the fighting are highlighted. For them, and for a world on the brink of the Second
World War, the stakes were agonisingly high.
Strong Verbs for Fiction Writers - Valerie Howard (Writer on Juvenile literature) 2019-06-30
A LIST OF 1,000 VERBS Are you searching for stronger verbs for your works of fiction? Aren't we all? This
booklet contains a list of 1,000 strong verbs to help you replace the weaker verbs in your fiction writing as
you self-edit your work. Ready to weed out the weak verbs and not-so-helpful adverbs in your writing and
replace them with strong verbs? Let's get started! Indie Author Resources Book 2
History of Colombia - Jesus Maria Henao 2011-09-01
The history of Colombia has been a stirring one, both in colonial and postcolonial epochs. The story is told
here in its entirety--the beginnings of conquest and settlement, early history, the revolution to gain
independence from Spain, the formation of three states including Colombia into a federation, and finally
complete independence for the Colombian republic. Originally published in 1938. A UNC Press Enduring
Edition -- UNC Press Enduring Editions use the latest in digital technology to make available again books
from our distinguished backlist that were previously out of print. These editions are published unaltered
from the original, and are presented in affordable paperback formats, bringing readers both historical and
cultural value.
Gemini Keeps Capricorn - Anyta Sunday 2017-12-17
"Wesley loves annoying his RA Lloyd Reynolds. He just can't help it. Lloyd is focused, decisive, grounded.
He has this amusing ability to follow rules. Of course Wesley wants Lloyd to break one ... or three
hundred."--Amazon.
The Deep, Deep Snow - Brian Freeman 2020-01-14
In an intense, emotional mystery that spans a decade in the life of a small town, bestselling author Brian
Freeman brings us an unforgettable heroine who discovers that the dead may sometimes be easier to
rescue than the living. Deputy Shelby Lake was abandoned as a baby, saved by a stranger who found her in
the freezing cold. Now, years later, a young boy is missing—and Shelby is the one who must rescue a child.
The only evidence of what happened to ten-year-old Jeremiah Sloan is a bicycle left behind on a lonely road.
After a desperate search fails to locate him, the close bonds of Shelby’s hometown begin to fray under the
weight of accusations and suspicion. Everyone around her is keeping secrets. Her adoptive father, her best
friend, her best friend’s young daughter—they all have something to hide. Even Shelby is concealing a
mistake that could jeopardize her career and her future. Unearthing the lies of the people in Jeremiah’s life
doesn’t get the police and the FBI any closer to finding him. As time passes and the case grows cold, Shelby
worries that the mystery will stay buried forever under the deep, deep snow. But even the deepest snow
melts in the spring. When a tantalizing clue finally comes to light, Shelby must confront the darkest lie of
all. Exposing the truth about Jeremiah will leave no one’s life untouched—including her own.
On Decoloniality - Walter D. Mignolo 2018-06-01
In On Decoloniality Walter D. Mignolo and Catherine E. Walsh explore the hidden forces of the colonial
matrix of power, its origination, transformation, and current presence, while asking the crucial questions of
decoloniality's how, what, why, with whom, and what for. Interweaving theory-praxis with local histories
and perspectives of struggle, they illustrate the conceptual and analytic dynamism of decolonial ways of
living and thinking, as well as the creative force of resistance and re-existence. This book speaks to the
urgency of these times, encourages delinkings from the colonial matrix of power and its "universals" of
Western modernity and global capitalism, and engages with arguments and struggles for dignity and life
against death, destruction, and civilizational despair.
Upside Down - Eduardo Galeano 2014-05-13
From the winner of the first Lannan Prize for Cultural Freedom, a bitingly funny, kaleidoscopic vision of the
first world through the eyes of the third Eduardo Galeano, author of the incomparable Memory of Fire
Trilogy, combines a novelist's intensity, a poet's lyricism, a journalist's fearlessness, and the strong
judgments of an engaged historian. Now his talents are richly displayed in Upside Down, an eloquent,
passionate, sometimes hilarious exposé of our first-world privileges and assumptions. In a series of lesson
plans and a "program of study" about our beleaguered planet, Galeano takes the reader on a wild trip
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through the global looking glass. From a master class in "The Impunity of Power" to a seminar on "The
Sacred Car"--with tips along the way on "How to Resist Useless Vices" and a declaration of "The Right to
Rave"--he surveys a world unevenly divided between abundance and deprivation, carnival and torture,
power and helplessness. We have accepted a reality we should reject, Galeano teaches us, one where
machines are more precious than humans, people are hungry, poverty kills, and children toil from dark to
dark. A work of fire and charm, Upside Down makes us see the world anew and even glimpse how it might
be set right. "Galeano's outrage is tempered by intelligence, an ineradicable sense of humor, and hope." Los Angeles Times, front page
Queen of Hearts - Colleen Oakes 2016-05-03
The first novel in Colleen Oakes’s epic, imaginative and twisted series, perfect for fans of Dorothy Must Die
and Heartless, tackles the origin of one of the most infamous villains—the Queen of Hearts. This is not the
story of the Wonderland we know. Alice has not fallen down a rabbit hole. This is a Wonderland where
beneath each smile lies a secret, each tart comes with a demand, and only prisoners tell the truth. Dinah is
the princess who will one day reign over Wonderland. She has not yet seen the dark depths of her kingdom;
she longs only for her father’s approval and a future with the boy she loves. But when a betrayal breaks her
heart and threatens her throne, she is launched into Wonderland’s dangerous political game. Dinah must
stay one step ahead of her cunning enemies or she’ll lose not just the crown but her head. Don’t miss Blood
of Wonderland, the must-read sequel to Dinah’s story!
Operation Massacre - Rodolfo Walsh 2013-08-27
1956. Argentina has just lost its charismatic president Juán Perón in a military coup, and terror reigns
across the land. June 1956: eighteen people are reported dead in a failed Peronist uprising. December
1956: sometime journalist, crime fiction writer, studiedly unpoliticized chess aficionado Rodolfo Walsh
learns by chance that one of the executed civilians from a separate, secret execution in June, is alive. He
hears that there may be more than one survivor and believes this unbelievable story on the spot. And right
there, the monumental classic Operation Massacre is born. Walsh made it his mission to find not only the
survivors but widows, orphans, political refugees, fugitives, alleged informers, and anonymous heroes, in
order to determine what happened that night, sending him on a journey that took over the rest of his life.
Originally published in 1957, Operation Massacre thoroughly and breathlessly recounts the night of the
execution and its fallout.
My Life - Ignacio Ramonet 2009-06-09
In a series of interviews with a European journalist and scholar, the Cuban leader describes his early life,
the Cuban Revolution, and his experiences ruling Cuba, and discusses his views on socialism, international
affairs, and the future.
Pedagogy of Hope - Paulo Freire 2021-05-20
With the publication of Pedagogy of the Oppressed, Paulo Freire established himself as one of the most
important and radical educational thinkers of his time. In Pedagogy of Hope, Freire revisits the themes of
his masterpiece, the real world contexts that inspired them and their impact in that very world. Freire's
abiding concern for social justice and education in the developing world remains as timely and as inspiring
as ever, and is shaped by both his rigorous intellect and his boundless compassion. Pedagogy of Hope is a
testimonial to the inner vitality of generations denied prosperity and to the often-silent, generous strength
of millions throughout the world who refuse to let hope be extinguished. This edition includes a substantial
new introduction by Henry A. Giroux, University Chair for Scholarship in the Public Interest and the Paulo
Freire Distinguished Scholar in Critical Pedagogy at McMaster University, Canada. Translated by Robert R.
Barr.
Spilled Blood - Brian Freeman 2013-12-03
Award-winning standalone thriller from master of psychological suspense Brian Freeman about a small
town rocked by the murder of a teenage girl. "Freeman proves once again he's a master of psychological
suspense." --Lisa Gardner, #1 New York Times Bestselling Author "Suspense doesn't get more excruciating
than this . . . Don't miss it." --Booklist, (Starred Review) On a March night outside the river town of Barron,
Minnesota, three teenage girls gather in a ghost town to play a terrifying game of Russian roulette. By
morning, one girl will be dead, and another in jail. Olivia Hawk claims she didn't pull the trigger on Ashlynn
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Steele, but no one believes her. Olivia's best hope is her estranged father, an attorney from the city, who
she barely knows anymore. And if he's going to prove Olivia's innocence, he's going to have to learn
everything about her public--and private--life, however much she might like to keep hidden.
The Uncomfortable Dead - Subcomandante Marcos 2010-02-01
"Great writers by definition are outriders, raiders of a sort, sweeping down from wilderness territories to
disturb the peace, overrun the status quo and throw into question everything we know to be true. . . . On its
face, the novel is a murder mystery, and at the book’s heart, always, is a deep love of Mexico and its
people.” —Los Angeles Times Subcomandante Marcos is a spokesperson and strategist for the Zapatistas,
an indigenous insurgency movement based in Mexico. Paco Ignacio Taibo II is the author of numerous
works of award-winning fiction and nonfiction, which have been published in many languages around the
world. He lives in Mexico City.
Vida - D. DE. Torres y villaroel 1941

copper-haired, dark-eyed musician who, compared to the sheltered Rebecca, seems to have lived a
thousand thrilling lives. Rebecca is instantly attracted to the handsome, edgy Scot, and despite her well-laid
plans, she hurls herself into a passionate and eye-opening affair. But vacations aren't meant to last, and
soon Rebecca must return home to Spain, her fiancé, and her conservative family's inflexible expectations.
Always the good daughter, Rebecca vows to stick to the path that has been established for her. But can she
forever tame her newly awakened desires and rebellious heart?
The King Arthur Case - Jean-Luc Bannalec 2022-04-26
The King Arthur Case is the seventh installment of Jean-Luc Bannalec's bestselling mystery series. The
forest of Broceliande, with its picturesque lakes and castles, is the last remnant of the fairy kingdom, if
Breton lore is to be believed. Innumerable legends spanning thousands of years are set here, inclding the
tale of King Arthur and the Round Table. It seems to be an appropriate destination for Commissaire Dupin
and his team to take a late summer field trip. But when the body of a historian turns up, Dupin is called
upon to investigate in the brutal murder case. Before too long, there are more victims. What knowledge do
the assembled scientists have about the most recent archaeological digs in the area? Where do they stand
on the controversial decision to turn parts of the forest into an amusement park? And why is no one willing
to talk? Even Nolwenn, Dupin's unshakeable assistant, is concerned. And that means trouble. Mysterious,
ingenious, and suspenseful: Dupin's seventh case takes him and his team into the very heart of Brittany.
The Dark Wedding - Ramón José Sender 1948

BURNED - Carol Higgins Clark 2011-11-29
L.A.-based private detective Regan Reilly gets a call from her best gal pal, urging her to come to Hawaii for
one last girls' weekend before Regan ties the knot with Jack "no relation" Reilly, and so she happily packs
her bags. At the Waikiki Waters Playground and Resort, the body of Dorinda Dawes, the hotel's gossipy PR
woman, washes ashore wearing a valuable lei that once belonged to a Hawaiian princess and was stolen
from a museum in Honolulu thirty years ago. The resort manager doesn't believe that Dorinda drowned
accidentally and persuades Regan to take on the case. The more she starts digging, the more danger she is
in. Can Regan find out what really happened before it's too late for her and the other vacationers at the
Waikiki Waters?
Keywords for Children’s Literature - Philip Nel 2011-06-13
49 original essays on the essential terms and concepts in children's literature
A Love for Rebecca - Mayte Uceda 2015-10-06
Before she marries practical, parent-approved Mario and starts the prestigious teaching job her father
helped her to secure, Rebecca agrees to go on one last hurrah with her two best friends. On a whim, the
three end up in the heart of Scotland, where Rebecca sees breathtaking beauty--and begins to question
whether Mario is the right choice for her. While exploring the Highlands, she meets Kenzie MacLeod, a
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Cry of the Wind - Sue Harrison 2013-05-28
In an ancient time of icy splendor at the top of the world, can two people whose spirits belong to each other
overcome the senseless violence between their tribes? A wise storyteller and powerful hunter, Chakliux has
one weakness: the beautiful Aqamdax, who has been promised to a cruel tribesman she does not love. But
there can be no future for Chakliux and Aqamdax until a curse upon their peoples has been lifted. As they
travel a dangerous path, they encounter greater challenges than the harsh terrain and the long season of
ice. K’os, the woman who saved Chakliux’s life when he was an infant, is now enslaved by the leader of the
enemy tribe against whom she has sworn vengeance. To carry out her justice she will destroy anyone who
gets in her way, even the storyteller she raised as her own son. Cry of the Wind is the second book of the
Storyteller Trilogy, which also includes Song of the River and Call Down the Stars.
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